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ABSTRACT 
A proof (indicated by J. Tits) is given of the well-known fact that 
any generalized hexagon of order (2,t) is isomorphic to one of two generalized 
hexagons associated with the group G2 (2) if t=2 and to the classical hexagon 
associated with the group 3o4 (2) if t=8. 
Moreover, it is proved that the near octagon on 315 points associated 
with the Hall-Janke sporadic simple group HJ is uniquely determined by its 
parameters. 





The unicity of the generalized hexagons of order (2,2) - up to duality -
and of order (2,8) seems to be well known and has been claimed by (at least) 
two authors: TIMMESFELD [5;(3.4)] and TITS [6;(11.5)]. Timmesfeld has sketch-
ed a proof of three steps. Two of these steps lack a proof and the third 
step is an application of group theoretic results obtained elsewhere in 
the paper. Tits did not publish any indication of a proof, but upon 
request provided an elegant determination of the line structure induced on 
the points of maximal distance to a given point for the order (2,2) case, 
i.e. the G2 (2)- hexagons. 
The ideas exploited in Tits' determination turned out to be very useful 
in establishing complete proofs for both the order (2,2) and the order (2,8) 
case (the latter leading to the so-called 3D4 (2)- hexagon). Also the near 
octagon associated with the Hall-Janko sporadic simple group HJ (cf. [2]) 
could be shown to be unique of its order in much the same fashion. For this 
reason, but also because of nonexistence of full proofs in the literature 
(to the best of my knowledge), I have taken the liberty to include Tits' 
arguments. Perhaps needless to say, I am very grateful to J. Tits for his 
kind response to my question. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRECISE STATEMENTS OF RESULTS 
Graphs are undirected, without loops or multiple edges. Subsets of the 
point set of a graph are often identified with their induced subgraphs. For 
ya point of the graph rand a nonnegative integer i, the set of points in 
r of distance i toy is denoted by r. (y). An i-path is a path of length i. 
i 
An incidence system (P,L) is a set of points Panda collection L 
of subsets of P whose elements are called lines. To such a system we assoc-
iate the collinearity graph r whose vertices are the points and in which 
adjacency is collinearity. 
The following notion appears in [4]. A regular near 2d-gon of order 
(s,t;t2 , ••• ,td_1) and of diameter dis an incidence system (P,L) such that 
each line contains exactly s+1 points, each point is on exactly t+1 lines 
and such that there are integers t 1,t2 , ••• ,td with t 1=0 and td=t with the 
2 
property that any two points a,B E P with a Er. (B) have precisely l+t. lines 
1 1 
through a bearing a single point of ri-l (B) while the other t~ti lines through 
a have no points of r. 1 (B) or r. (B) but a (here, 0:,; i:,; d). Moreover, r 1- 1 
is assumed to be connected so that dis its diameter. A generalized 2d-
gon of order (s,t) is a regular near 2d-gon of order (s,t;0,0, ••• ,0) and 
of diameter d. 
The collinearity graph r of a regular near 2d-gon of order and diameter 
as above is a distance-regular graph with intersection array 
{s(t+l),s(t-t1), ••• ,s(t-td-l); 1,l+t2 , ••• ,l+td-l'l+td} according to the 
definitions in [1]. This means that for any i (Q:s;i:,;d) and any two points 
a,B Er of mutual distance i, there are exactly l+t. points in r. 1 (a) n 1 · 1-
rl (B) and exactly s(t-ti) points of ri+l (a) n r 1 (B) (here, t 0 = -1). 
We shall restrict attention to the case of regular near 2d-gons with 
line size 3 (i.e. s=2). It is easy to see that the above incidence system is 
completely determined by its collinearity graph if t 2 = O. Therefore, the claims 
that the G2 (2)-,
3
o4 (2)-hexagons and the HJ-octagon are uniquely determined 
by their orders (again, up to duality for G2 (2)), can be alternately form-
ulated as follows. Given an intersection array i, denote by K(i) the number 
of isomorphism classes of distance-regular graphs with intersection array 
i. 
THEOREM 1 • (Ti ts) K ( { 6, 4, 4; 1 , 1 , 3}) = 2 • 
THEOREM 2. K({18,16,16;1,1,9}) = 1. 
THEOREM 3. K({10,8,8,2;1,1,4,5}) = 1. 
In a distance-regular graph r whose maximal cliques have size 3, lines are 
by definition maximal cliques. Note that this definition coincides with 
the one for any near 2d-gon whose collinearity graph is r. 
From now on r is the collinearity graph of a near 2d-gon without 4-
circuits whose lines have size 3. If y,o are two collinear points of r, we 
shall denote by yo the line through y,o and by y*o the third point of 
yo. If y,o are points of mutual distance 3, then there are distinct y. E 
1 
r 1 (y) n r 2 (o) and oi E r 1 (o) n r 1 (yi) (i=l,2, ••• ,l+t3). Denote by 
~ l+t3 I~ ~ I yo the•set ni=l rl (yi*oi). Clearly yo4:,; 1 .. If Iyo = 1 for each pair 
3 
y,o with y E r 3 (o), we say that r has the regulus condition. This notion is 
taken from [3]. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS ON COVERS OF GRAPHS 
Given two g~aphs f,8, we call the map 'IT:f + 8 sending points to points 
and edges to edges a cover of 8 whenever its restriction to r 1 (y) is a bi-
jection between the points of r 1 (y) and the points of ~l ('IT(y)) for each 
pointy of r. Note that the cardinality of 'IT-l(o) only depends on the 
connected component of o. We call 'IT an m-cover of 8 if l'IT-l(o) I = m for 
each y of r. 'lwo covers 'IT 1 : r 1 + 8 1 and 'IT 2 : r 2 + 8 2 are called isomorphic if 
there are graph isomorphisms <j>: r 1 +r2 and tlJ: ~1 +82 such that 'IT2<j> = t1i1r1 • 
Unicity of covers is always meant up to isomorphism. We shall often refer to 
r as a cover of 8 when in fact we have a map 1r: r + 8 in mind. 
Denote by H(n,2) then-cube over F 2 , i.e. the graph whose points are 
n the vectors in IF 
2 
and where two points are adjacent if they differ in 
o n-1 
exactly one coordinate. Denote by H (n,2) for n odd the graph on the 2 
vectors in IF~ of even weight ( the weight of a vector being the number of 
nonzero coordinates) in which two points are adjacent whenever their vector 
sum has weight n-1. 
LEMMA 1. H(n,2) for n ~ 2 has a unique 2-cover without 4-circuits. This cover 
is connected and bipartite. It admits an involutory automorphi'sm i•nterchang-
ing the points whose images coincide. 
PROOF. By induction. For n=2, the lemma reflects that the 8-circuit is the 
unique 2-cover of the 4-circuit without 4-circuits. Suppose n > 2. Let 
H0 ,H1 be the induced subgraph of H(n,2) on the points whose last coordinates 
are 0,1 respectively, and let H0 ,H1 be their unique 2-covers (they are unique 
by induction) • 
Consider y0 E H0 , y 1 E H1 such that their images in H0 and H1 differ 
in the last coordinate only. By symmetry (applying the involutory automor-
phism to H1 if necessary), we may assume that y0 and y1 are adjacent. If 
o0 E H0 , o1 E H1 are adjacent to y0 , y 1 respectively and have images in H0 , 
H1 dif~ering in the last coordinate only, they cannot be adjacent in any 2-
cover without 4-circuits for otherwise y0 o0 o1 y 1 y0 would be a 4-circuit. 
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This implies that o0 must be adjacent to the unique point oi E a1 distinct 
from o1 with the same image as o1 in H1• It is readily verified that proceed-
ing with any neighboring points as for o0 , one can construct the 2-cover in 
a unique fashion. D 
LEMMA 2. (i} H(3,2} is the unique 2-cover of H0 (3,2} without 3-circuits. 
0 (ii} H. (n,2} for n odd, n ~ 5, has at most one 2-cover without 
4-circuits. If it exists, it is connected. 
PROOF. (i) Left to the reader. 
(ii) Consider the partial subgraph H (not induced!) of H0 (n,2} on the points of 
Ho (n,2) in which two vectors_ are adjacent if and only if exactly n-2 of the 
first n-1 coordinates are distinct. Addition of the vector (111 •••• 10) to 
all vectors in H with an odd number of nonzero coordinates among the n-1 
first coordinates, shows that His actually isomorphic to H(n-1,2). By the 
above lemma, H has a unique 2-cover H without 4-circuits. Now let ir: 
0 ~ r + H (n,2) be a 2-cover containing Has a partial subgraph such that the 
re~triction irl 8 is this 2-cover of H. Consider y0 ,y1 Er with ,r(y0} = 00 ••• 0 
and ,r(y 1} = 11 ••• 10. The involutory automorphism of H
0 (n,2) interchanging 
the first two coordinates of JF ~ and fixing the others lifts to a unique 
automorphism~ of r fixing the points whose ,r-images have 1 in the first two 
coordinates and interchanging the points whose ,r-images have o in the first 
two coordinates. Application of~ to y0 , y 1 if necessary, yields that up to 
isomorphism we may assume y0 , y1 to be adjacent. 
An argument similar to the one in the previous lemma, using the connec-
tivity of H, yields that the edges in H0 (n,2} outside H lift in at most one 
~ 0 
way (up to isomorphy} to pairs of edges, completing H to a 2-cover of H (n,2} 
without 4-circuits. D 
Supposer is the collinearity graph of a regular near 2d-gon of order 
(2,t;O,t2 , ••• ,td_1) and fix a point win r. The l+t lines through ware 
labelled 1,2, ••• ,l+t and the two points in r 1 Cw) of line j are labeled 
O. and 1 .• Thus each point in r1 (w) is uniquely determined by its label. J J 
Points of r 1 (w) are identified with their labels. 
We shall also adhere labels to points in rd(w). Let y be such a point. 
l+t Lable y by the vector in zz2 .' whose j-th coordinate (1~j~1+t) is 0,1 
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according as 0, or 1. is the nearest point on line j through w. Two points 
J J 
of fd(w) may have the same label. Nevertheless, this labeling is useful 
as is indicated by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Supposer is the collinearity graph of a generalized 2d-gon of 
a o a 
order (2,2) and w is a point of r. Then fd(w) is am-cover of H (2 +1,2), 
where m = 2(ad-a+d-2a). 
PROOF. If two points in fd(w) are adjacent their labelings differ by precis-
a 
ely 2 coordinates. Moreover, the labels of two distinct neighbors in fd(w) 
of a given pointy in fd(w) coincide with the label of yin distinct coordin-
ates. These observations are direct consequences of the generalized 2d-gon 
axioms. Without loss of generality, we may assume that fd{w) contains a 
o a 
point labeled 00 ..•. 0. The lemma is now immediate since H (2 +1,2) and 
o a 
rd(w) have the same valency and H (2 +1,2) is connected. 0 
In the sequel, we shall frequently use the above labelings for r1 (w) 
and rd (w). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 • 
r is the collinearity graph of a generalized hexagon of order (2,2). 
Fix a point w of r. The idea is to show first that r
3
(w) is one of two 
possible graphs and second that r 3 (w) determines r uniquely. 
The points of r1 (w) and r 3 {w) are labeled as in Section 3. By Lemma 3, 
the labeling of r 3 (w) is an 8-cover of H
0 (3, 2) , the complete graph on 4 points. 
To obtain more information on r 3 (w), the edges are labeled, too: an edge 
{y,o} of r 3 (w) is labeled ij whenever Y*o E r 1 (ij), where ij E r 1 (w). In 
this case, we say that {y,o} is of type j. Thus the type of an edge in 
r3 (w) is the line through w to which the edge is nearest. Clearly, two adja-
cent edges are of distinct type. 
The proof consists of 15 steps. 
(1) If {a,B} and {y,o} are distinguished edges in r3 (w) with the same label 
then a,y have mutual distance~ 2 inside r 3 (w). 
Clearly~ the two edges are not incident. Moreover, y E r1 {a) would imply 
the pentagon a y(y*o)i.(a*B)a where i. is the common label of {a,B}. 
J J 
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(2) If in the path a Sy o E of r3 (w) without repetitions, the edges {a,S} 
and {o,E} are of the same type, they have the same label. 
Let 0. be the label of {a,S} and let 
J 
S,o. Then {y,s} has label 1. by (1), 
J 
s E r 1 (y) n r 3 (w) be distinct from 
so {o,E} has label 0., again by (1). 
J 
(3) In r3 (w), a_path a Sy o E without repetitions whose edges have types 
j,k,l,j respectively, extends to a single hexagon inside r3 (w) whose edge 
types are either j,k,l,j,k,l or j,k,l,j,l,k. 
Inf there is a point n E aS of distance 2 to E. Lets E f be such that 
{d = r 1 (E) n r 1 (n). Clearl~ n ~ s. If n ~ a, then n s E(O*E) i. n, where J 
i. is the common label of {a,S} and {o,d (see ( 2) ) , would be a pentagon. 
J 
Thus n = a. Supposes E r 2 (w). Then {a,a*s} and {E,E*s} are edges of r 3 (w) 
with the same label. Without loss of generality we may take this label to 
be Ok. By (2) , the label of {S,y} must then be Ok, but by (1) it must be 1k. 
'I'his is a contradiction, whences E r3 (w). Step ( 3) now readily follows. 
(4) In r 3 (w) each hexagon has two edges of each type 1,2,3. 
By (1), no type could occur three times. 
A hexagon in r3 (w) is said to be periodic if its edges have types, 
j,k,l,j,k,l and aperiodic otherwise, i.e. if its edges have types j,k,l,j,l,k. 
(5) If r3 (w) contains no periodic hexagons, it consists of two components 
each of which is isomorphic to the unique 2-cover of H(3,2). without 4-
circuits. 
Let Q be a connected component of r 3 (w). By (3), we may assume that Q con-
tains a hexagon a 1a 2a 3a 4a5a6a 1 with edge types 1,2,3,1,3,2. For each 
i(1~i~6), let a~ be the third point of r 3 (w) n r 1 (a.). Applying (3) to 1 1 1 1 1 1 
a5a6a 1a 2a2 and to a4a 3a 2a 1a 1 respectively one finds that {a5 ,a2} and 
{ai,a!} are edges of type 1 in r 3 (w). Applying (3) to a~a3a 2a;a!, 1 11 1 11 1 11 . . 
a 3a 3a4a 4a 1 , a 6a6a 1a 1a 4 ,a6a6a5a5a 2 respectively, one gets four new points 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 111 . 
n,n 0,0 of r 3 {w) such that a 5na3 , a 1n a 3 , a 40a6 , a 20 a6 are paths in 
r 3 cw). Finally (3) applied to na1a3a4al and n
1a1a3a 2a~ shows that {0,n} and 1 1 {0 ,n} are edges of r 3 (w). Now Q has exactly 16 points and is as claimed. 
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Let r3 (w) be as in (5). For y E r 3 (w), there is a unique point of dis-
tance 4 toy within r3 (w) with the same label as y. Denote this point by 
0 y • 
(6) Let r3 (w) be without periodic hexagons and,let y E r3 (w). If 
0 0 
o E r 3 (w) n r 1 (y) then Y*O is collinear with y *O . 
Any o E r 3 (w) n r 1 (y) has distance 
0 3 toy inside r 3 (w) and is therefore 
0 in r 3 (y ). However, there are two 
the third must be o(y*o) (y0 *oo)y. 
0 
minimal paths from o toy within r 3 (w); 
(7) Let r 3 (w) be as in (5) and let y0 ,y1 be points of r 3 (w) from distinct 
connected components. Then there is at most one path of length 3 from 
y 0 to y 1 containing an edge of r 2 (w). 
Suppose y0o € y1 is a 3-path with o,£ E 
£ by (6) so that the label of y0 (being that 
r2 (w). Then yg is adjacent to 
0 
of y0 ) has at least one co-
ordinate in common with the label of y 1 • There are two more 3-paths from 
y0 to y 1• If any of these two would contain an edge of r 2 (w), there would 
be a second 2-path from y~ to y 1 by (6), which is absurd. 
(8) Let r3 (w) be as in (5). For each o E r2 (w) and each component n of 
r 3 (w), we have lr1 (o) n nl = 2. 
Each edge of n consists of two neighbors of a point in r2 (w). The 
statement follows from the observation that no two edges of n could span 
lines incident in r2 (w). 
(9) Let r3 (w) be as in (5). The labels of points from distinct components 
of r 3 (w) have weights of distinct parity. 
By (8) there are points y0 ,y1 from distinct components of r3 (w) and 
o E r 2 (w) such that y0 ,y1 E r 1 (o). If the labels of y0 and y 1 agree in an 
odd number of coordinates, we may assume (after interchanging y1 and 
y 1*o if necessary) that they coincide. On the other hand, (7) implies that 
0 the labels of y0 and y 1 differ by at least one coordinate, in conflict with 
the labeling of y0 and y 1• Thus the labels of y0 and y1 agree in an even 
• 
number of coordinates. 
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(10) If r 3 (w) has no periodic hexagon, then r is isomorphic to the graph 
described in Figure 1. 
FIGURE 1. 
The dual classical generalized hexagon of order (2,2). Line segments 
represent lines of the generalized hexagon. The three vertices labeled 
ijkl in the picture are identified in order to represent a point of r2 (w). 






Label the points of r2(w) by labels ijkl (i,k,l E lF 2; j E {1,2,3}) 
such that the unique point of r 2 (w) with label ijkl is adjacent to ij E r 1 (w) 
and to ij(k+1) 1 E r 2 (w). It is evident that each point of r 2 (w) may be 
identified with its label. 
Let n0 ,n1 be the connected components of r 3 (w) whose points have 
labels of even and odd weights respectively (compare (9)). By (6) and (8) we 
may label the points y*o for y,o E n0 as indicated in the figure. It remains 
to show that the edges between points of r 2 (w) and of n1 are as described. 
Let y,o E n1 span an edge labeled o 1• Then we may assume without 
harming generality that y*o = o 1o0 and that y,o have labels 001, 010 respec-
tively. Let y0 ,o 0 E n0 n r 1 (o 1o0 ) have labels 000, 011 respectively. 
cr Now y0 E r 3 (y) by (5), and by (7) there are 
out edges in r 2 (w). These two paths must be cr . y0 co 3o0 )e y where e E n1 n r 1 (y) n r 2 co2). 
two 3-paths from y~ to 
y~(Y~*o2o0 ) c1 3o1)y and 
y with-
Thus starting from o1o0 , all neighbors of 130 1 and o 3o0 have been found. 
It is straightforward to continue in this way and determine all remaining 
edges. 
(11) A path a 1a 2a 3 in r 3 (w) of length 3 contained in a periodic hexagon is 
not contained in a second hexagon. 
Let a 1a 2a 3a 4a 5a6a 1 be the periodic hexagon, with edges of type 
1,2,3,1,2,3 say. Without loss of generality, we may assume a second hexagon 
containing a 1a 2a 3 to be either a 1a 2a 3a 48 1B2a 1 or a 1a 2a 38 1B2B3a 1 for Bi~ aj. 
Application of (4) yields a contradiction in the first case and determines 
the edge types of the second hexagon in the latter case. There are two 
incident edges then, both of type 3, so there is no such second hexagon. 
(12) Every edge of a periodic hexagon belongs to exactly one other hexagon, 
and this hexagon is periodic, too. 
Let a 1a 2a 3a 4a 5a6a 1 be a hexagon with edge types i,j,k,i,j,k. From a 2 
there starts a path a 2s1s2s3 without repetitions and of edge type k,j,i. 
Apply (3) to obtain a hexagon a 1a 2s1s2s3s4a 1• Note that a 6 ~ 84 in view 
of (11) and that this hexagon is periodic. Finally any hexagon distinct from 
a 1a 2a 3a4a 5a 6a 1 but containing a 1,a2 must contain s1a 2a 1s4 , so coincides 
with the second hexagon by (11). 
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( 13) If r 3 (w) cont;ains a periodic hexagon, all it;s hexagons are periodic 
and r3 (w) is t;he quot;ient; of che graph in Figure 2 by t;he group of t;rans-
lat;ions generat;ed by 2v and 2v1 {At this instant, disregard the labeled 
points in the figure). 
FIGURE 2. 
The classical generalized hexagon of order (2,2). 
Conventions are as in Figure 1, with the exception that the constituent 
w u r 1 (w) u r 2 (w) is not included as it is identical to the one in Figure 1. 
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Let n be a component of r 3 (w) containing a periodic hexagon. By (12), 
all hexagons of n are periodic and if one fills up each hexagon with a cell, 
it is clear that one gets a 2-dimensional manifold. The universal covering 
is paved with hexagons, each hexagon belonging to exactly three hexagons, 
hence the picture of Figure 2. Now n is the quotient of that picture by 
an automorphism group G. The automorphisms are the translations by vectors 
· 1 1 1 1 
of the form mv + m v (m,m E :iZ) - they form a group G - and the central 
symmetries with respect to the centers of the hexagons. But G cannot contain 
such a symmetry for otherwise the hexagon would become a triangle inn. 
h l h . f h . b l h 8 . f T us G .::_ G. Te quotient o t e picture y G as vertices; there ore 
1 1 1 [G :G] ~ 4. The translations. v,v, v-v cannot belong to G, because n 
would have 4-circuits. Hence (13). 
(14) If r 3 (w) has a periodic hexagon, Tis isomorphic to the graph described 
in Figure 2. 
The problem is to exhibit which edges of r3 (w) span lines that have a 
point of r 2 (w) in common. Notice that to each pointy of r 3 (w) we can 
associate the unique point ya of T3 (w) of distance 5 toy whose label 
coincides with the label of y. Now consider an edge {y,o} of r3 (w). There 
is a point o1 of the same label as o in r 3 (w) n r 3 (o) n r 1 (Ya). As there 
are two 3-paths from o to o1 inside r3 (w), there must be a third path 
passing through Y*o and o1*ya. Hence the latter two points are adjacent. 
1 cr 1 The same argument with y replaced by (o ) and y by o leads to adjacency 
of o 1*Ya and y 1*(o 1)a. The conclusion is that y*o and y 1*(o 1)a coincide. 
This completes the determination of r 2 (w) u r 3 (w), and hence of r. 
(15) Either (i) or (ii) holds: 
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(i) r is isomorphic to the classical G2 (2)-hexagon, for each point w of 
r the graph r 3 (w) is connected and contains only periodic hexagons. 
(ii) r is isomorphic to the dual classical G2 (2)-hexagon, for each point w 
of r the graph r 3 (w) has 2 connected components and contains only 
aperiodic hexagons. 
Notice that the graph of (10) cannot be 'classical' as it contains an 
ovoid: nine points of mutual distance 3. The statement is now a direct 
consequence of (10) and (14). 
REMARK. In both cases (i) and (ii) of (15), a map a on r 3 (w) has been 
defined. However a E Aut cr3 (w)) only if (i) prevails; in that case a can 
be extended to an involutory automorphism of r fixing {w} u r 1 (w) pointwise. 
This automorphism is used by Timmesfeld in [5]. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2. 
r is the collinearity graph of a generalized hexagon of order (2,8). 
Fix w Er and label the points of r 1 (w) and r 3 {w) as above. Application 
of Lemma 3 yields that r3 (w) is a 2-cover of H
0 (9,2). In view of Lemma 2 
- a this· determines the (unlabeled} graph r 3 (w) uniquely. For y E r 3 (w) , let. y 
be the unique point in r3(wl distinct from y with the same label as y. 
By [3], any generalized hexagon of order (2,8) in which the regulus 
condition holds, is the 3o4 (2)-hexagon-. We shall therefore content ourselves 
with the following proof of the regulus condition in two steps. 
a ( 1) For any y E r 3 (w), we have y E r 3 (y). Moreover, if o E r 1 (y) n r 3 (w), 
a then o E r 3 (y ). 
The second statement is immediate. Since y and ya are not adjacent in 
r 3 (w), their mutual distance is~ 2. Suppose there exists o E r 1 (y) n r 1 (y
0 ). 
Then necessarily o E r2 (w), so that Y*0 E r3 (w). The latter point, being 
a neighbor of y, has distance 3 to ya in r 3 (w). Thus yao(o*y) can be com-
a pleted to a pentagon, which is absurd. It follows that y i r 2 (y), so that 
ya E r 3 (y), whence the first statement. 
(2) r has the regulus condition. 
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· · o o} Let {y,o} be an edge of r 3 (w). Then {y ,o is an edge, too. By (1) 
the points y*o and y0 *o0 are distinct. Suppose they are nonadjacent. Then 
0°cy0 *oo)i.(y*o), where {i.} = 
0 J O J 
o E r 3 cy*o). As o E r 3 (y) by 
r 1 (w) n r1 (y*o), is a 3-path so that 
0 (1), we get o E r 2 (o), contradictory to (1). 
0 0 The conclusion is that y*o and y *o must be adjacent. ~etting range o 
0 ~ 
over r 1 (y) n r 3 (w), we obtain y Ewy and we are done. 
REMARK. Apart from ending the proof by referring to [3], one could also 
finish by observing that o can be extended to an automorphism of rand 
applying Timmesfeld's Theorem [5;(3.3)] to the group generated by all o 
for w varying over the points of r. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3. 
r is the collinearity graph of a regular near 8-gon of order (2,4;0,3). 
Fix w Er and label r 1 (w), r 4 (w) as above. We proceed in 7 steps. 
(1) r 4 (w) is the unique 2-cover of H(5,2) without 4-circuits. 
The label of two adjacent points y,o of r 4 (w) differ in exactly one 
coordinate; they coincide in four coordinates as y*o has distance 2 to 
1+t3 = 4 points on four distinct lines through w, and the coordinates 
corresponding to the fifth line through w must differ (for otherwise this 
line through w would bear a point of distance 3 to y,o so that this point 
would be a fifth point of r 1 (w) n r 2 (y*o), conflicting t 3=3). Thus the 
labeling is a 2-cover of H(5,2). Thanks to Lemma 1, we are done. 
(2) Put n. = {y E r 3 (w) lr2 (y) n {o. ,1.} = (ZJ} for 1 :,;; i:,;; 5. Then r is the i i i 
disjoint union of then. and each n. is a 2-cover of H(4,2) without 4-
i i 
circuits. 
The points of ni are labeled by vectors in F ~ whose coordinates are 
indexed by the numbers j(l~j::;;5; j f i) in such a way that the j-th coordin-
ate of the label of y En. is 0,1 according as 0. E r 2 (y) or 1. E r 2 (y). i J J 
Fundamental properties of near 2d-gons then yield that any edge {y,o} with 
y E n.' must belong to n., and imply that the labels of y and o differ in 
i i 
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all but one coordinate. It follows that the labeling provides a cover of 
an isomorph of H(4,2) without 4-circuits. Each n., being such a cover, has 
1. 
at least 32 points. But r 3 (w) has 160 points in all, so each Qi is a 
2-cover of H(4,2) as claimed. 
(1 
For y E r 3 (w), let y be the unique second point of the connected 
component of y whose label coincides with y. 
(4) r has the regulus condition. 
Proofs of (3), (4) will be omitted as they run parallel to those of 
( 1), (2) for Theorem 2. 
(5) For each y E r 4 (w) there are two points o,o
1 
of distance 5 toy inside 
r 4 (w}. Furthermore, we have either r 1 {y) n r 3 (o}::. r 3 (w) and r 1 (y} n r 3 (o
1) c 
1 
r 4 cw}, or r 1 (y) n r 3 co}::. r 3 cw) and r 1 (y) n r 3 (o)::. r 4 cw). 
The first statement is clear by (1). Let y be labeled 00000 (this 
1 
assumption does not harm the generality). Then o,o are labeled 11111. 
l Obviously o,o E r 3 (y) u r 4 (y). Let y y 1y2y 3o be a path from y too 
(possibly Y1 = Y2>· If Y1•Y3 E r3(w), then Y2 E r2(w) u r3(w). But Y1,Y3 
are labeled 0000 and 1111 respectively, so their mutual distance exceeds 
2 in r 3 (w), and r2 E r2 (w). However, this contradicts the fact that· the 
labels of y1 and y 3 have no coordinate in.common. 
Thus either y 1 or y 3 is a point of r 4 {w). Assume y 1 E r 4 (w), the reason-
ing for y1 E r 4 (w) being similar. Then y1,r2 E r 3 (w), and o E r 4 (y). Since 
y1 E r 3 (o), there are four minimal paths from y 1 too all of them contain-
ing an edge of r 3 (w). Each of these paths contains a point of r 1 (o) n r 4 (w). 
From any such point (y3 is one of them} there start four paths of length 
3 toy containing an edge of r 3 (w}. As any point of r 1 (y} n r 3 (o) is on such 
a path, it must be in r 3 (w). Finally, no minimal path from y to o
1 
could 
pass through y1 , for otherwise !r1 (y2 ) n r4 (w) I= 4. By the above argument, 
it results that r 1 Cy) n r 3 co
1J::. r 4 (w). 
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In view of (1) and (2), it remains to determine the edges between r3 (w) 
and r
4
(w). Without harming generality, we may assume that y is a point of 
r
4
(w) labeled 00000 and adjacent to a pointy, in Q, (l$i$5), while 
]_ ]_ . 
o E ~ 4 (w) is labeled 11111 and satisfies r 1 (y) n r 3 (o) = {yijl$i$5} (see 
(5)). Now the four minimal paths from y, too determine the edges between 
]_ 
neighbors of yi in r 3 (w) and points in r 4 {w). 
Proceed as follows: Suppose {s 1,s2} is an edge of r3 (w) for which the 
neighbors si,si*~i E r4 {w) (i=l,2) are determined. We may assume s 1 ,s2 to 
have mutual distance 4 inside r4 (w) (interchange t. and t.*s. if necessary), ]_ ]_ ]_ 
there is a unique point n1 E r1 (s2) n r4 (w) of distance 5 in r4 {w) to s 1 • 
The four paths of minimal length from s 1 to n1 pass through distinct neigh-
bors of s 1 , thus determining all edges between r 1 <s 1) n r 3 (w) and r 4 (w). 
Applying this argument along the edges of each component of r 3 (w), we 
obtain unicity of r 3 (w) u r 4 (w). 
(7) r is unique. 
Of course {w} u r 1 (w) u r 2 (w) is unique. In view of (6), it remains to 
show that the edges between r 2 (w) and r 3 (w) are uniquely determined. This 
again comes down to deciding which four edges of r3 (w) span lines intersect-
ing in a point of r 2 (w}. 
Consider two points y,o of r4 (w) whose labels differ in exactly three 
coordinates. Obviously o E r 3 (y). Assume (to facilitate notations) the 
labels of y,o to be 00000 and 11100 respectively. There are three paths 
yy.o.o (i= 1,2,3) inside r4 (w) and according to (6) there is a unique fourth ]_ ]_ 
of length 3 from y to o containing an edge { s, n} of Q 4 u Q5 • By 
lus condition holds, so {s} = yo for some s E r2 (w). Thus ~*n, 
(4) , the regu-
y. *o. E r 1 cs> ]_ ]_ 
(i = 1,2 ,3), and all lines through t bearing points of r 3 (w) are determined. 
Now any edge of r 3 {w) is on a 3-path from y too for certain y,o as 
before, so the above procedure describes how to determine all edges between 
r 2 (w) and r 3 (w). Consequently r is unique. 
REMARK. The involutory map cr E Aut(r 3 (w)) of (3) can be extended to an 




where {.p} = r1 (w) n r1 (y) for y E r2 (w), and y for y E r4 (w) is the unique 
point distinct from yin r4 (w) whose label is the same as that of y. The 
16 
Hall-Janke group arises as the group of automorphisms generated by the 315 
involutions o for w ranging over the points of r. 
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